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Abstract—Large scale matrix inversion has been widely used 
in many scientific research domains. As a classical method 
of large matrix inversion, block-based Gauss-Jordan 
(BbGJ) algorithm has aroused great concern among many 
researchers. Many people have developed parallel versions 
of BbGJ. But large granularity based task parallelism 
(intra-iterative data dependence based tasks parallelism) 
disables mapping more tasks on computing resources 
simultaneously. As a result, the performance of those 
parallel versions degrades when running on the Grid 
platform consisting of a lot of heterogeneous PCs and 
workstations. So this paper presents a fine-grained tasks 
based parallel BbGJ algorithm (Max-par BbGJ) in which 
both intra-iterative and inter-iterative based data 
dependences are considered. According to the analysis of 
data dependence in BbGJ, a global flag is adopted to control 
all the data dependence during the process of algorithm 
execution. The flag can be presented as a three-tuple. At the 
beginning, all the logical values of those three-tuples are set 
as false. When the logical value of the three-tuple becomes 
true, the tasks decided by the three-tuple can be executed 
immediately and simultaneously. Max-par BbGJ aims at 
achieving maximum parallelism of different parts of tasks. 
To evaluate its performance, YML a new high-level parallel 
programming tool, is introduced for its series of good 
features, such as components reuse, extreme ease-of-use and 
platform-independence. Grid environments are based on 
Grid’5000 platform in France. Experiments illustrate that 
the better performance can be achieved through making 
more tasks executed simultaneously in the Max-par BbGJ. 
The time needed using Max-par BbGJ can save about 30% 
than that using conventional one. At the same time, 
experiments also validate that though a little overhead 
existing, YML is still an acceptable and easy-to-use tool for 
scientific researchers especially for those non-professionals 
to make large scale computing. 
 
Index Terms—Gauss Jordan algorithm, programming 
paradigm, data dependence, formal description, Grid, YML 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The availability of powerful PCs and high speed 
network has changed the way of using computers in the 
last decade. A number of scientific applications 
traditionally performed on supercomputers, have been run 

on the Grid environment consisting of PCs and 
workstations. More and more scientific researchers show 
their interests on Grid for its lower costs, easy 
maintenances and high performance [1][13]. 

Large scale computing, especially large scale 
numerical algebra computing is always playing an 
important role in scientific computing. Large scale matrix 
inversion, as an important example of large numerical 
algebra computing can be used in weather prediction, 
long time climate evolution, aircraft design, DNA 
decoding, graphic transformation and so on. Sequential 
BbGJ algorithm is a classical method for matrix inversion. 
To get better performance, some parallel versions have 
been presented. Petiton shows its parallel version 
adaptive to MIMD[3]. His work focuses on finding an 
appropriate schedule method on MIMD vector processor 
to get higher performance. What our work differs from 
this work is that we will present a general parallel 
programming paradigm and an easy way to understand all 
the data dependence in the BbGJ algorithm. Melab et al 
give us its version tailoring to MARS which is a kind of 
network of workstations [4][5]. In his paper, he analyzes 
all the possible data dependence but his work only deal 
with the intra-iterative based data dependence without 
considering the inter-iterative based data dependence. 
Two kinds of parallelism (see Figure 3) which are inter-
loop based parallelism and intra-loop based parallelism, 
in an iterative step are fully described in his paper. His 
parallel adaptive algorithm aims at dealing with dynamic 
changes of computing resources and scheduler can 
automatically fold/unfold tasks to computing resources 
according to their availabilities. Aouad et al present its 
intra-iterative based parallel version [7][14][15][16]. 
Aouad’s work differ from work mentioned above is that 
he presents a general parallel programming paradigm. 
But his paradigm is only based on intra-iterative based 
data dependence. Ignoring the inter-iterative based data 
dependence causes the tasks between different iterative 
steps can’t be executed concurrently, which restricts 
computing resources in Grid environment can be made 
full use of. To overcome the problem existed, analysis 
has been made on the sequential version of BbGJ 
algorithm. Some key characters of the BbGJ algorithm 
can be summarized as follows: 

 The number of iterative step of the sequential 
BbGJ algorithm is equal to that of square root of 
partitioned blocks of matrix (sub-matrices). 
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 In the BbGJ algorithm, data dependence between 
sub-matrices plays an important role in deciding 
which parts of program can be executed 
concurrently. 

 All the operations (data input and output) are on 
sub-matrix and the number of “data input” is 
same in each iterative step (see Figure 2). 

 The goal of “data input” operation on sub-
matrices in each iterative step is fixed, i.e. 
Operation ‘1’, ‘3’, ‘5’ (marked in sequential 
BbGJ algorithm in section Ⅲ .A) work on the 
matrix A while Operation ‘4’, ‘6’, ‘7’ work on the 
matrix B which is the inversion of matrix A ( see 
Figure 2). 

Through the analysis, we can find that different 
operations (see operation ‘1’ to ‘7’ in sequential BbGJ) 
act on different matrices (the original matrix and its 
inversion matrix) and data input/output operation on sub-
matrix play an important role in deciding which parts of 
algorithm can be executed in parallel. To the convenience 
of describing the relation of data input and output 
operation on sub-matrices, we regard those two matrices 
as an augmented matrix. Then a three-tuple (k,i,j) is used 
for controlling all the operations during the process of 
algorithm execution, in which, k represents the number of 
iterative step in BbGJ algorithm, i represents the row of 
the augmented matrix while j is the column of the matrix. 
Based on that, this paper presents a new method using a 
set of three tuples as global signals to control the data 
input/output operations on sub-matrix during the process 
of algorithm execution. Finally, a general parallel 
programming paradigm considering all kinds of data 
dependence is presented in this paper. In the following 
parts of paper, we call this paradigm as ‘Max-par BbGJ’ 
algorithm for its goals of chasing maximum degree 
parallelism of tasks. 

To verify the performance of Max-par BbGJ, some 
experiments will be made. Here we will use YML 
[20][9][10][11] for its good features, such as easy-to-use, 
component reuse, Grid middleware independence. We 
will introduce YML in detail in next part. Here what we 
want to emphasize is that whatever kinds of middleware 
or programming environment is not key issue. You can 
use MPI or any other programming environments to 
make the same experiments, i.e. our paradigm is 
independent of any platform or programming 
environments. But through this paper, you will find that 
advantages are obvious for scientific researchers to make 
large scale computing using YML. We will demonstrate 
its advantage in detail in section Ⅳ. The platform used in 
our experiments is based on Grid’5000 in France. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the 
second section introduces the platforms and middleware 
used in this paper. The data dependence in the BbGJ will 
be analyzed in section Ⅲ. Section Ⅳ shows us the new 
parallel programming paradigm: Max-par BbGJ 
algorithm. A version tailoring to YML is presented and 
advantages of using YML are described in section Ⅴ. 
Then several experiments will be made in Section Ⅵ. In 

seventh section, conclusions and future work are 
presented. 

II.  RELATED PLATFORM AND PROGRAMMING 
ENVIRONMENT 

This section describes Grid’5000 platform which is 
test-bed of all those experiments in this paper. Then as a 
high-level parallel programming tool, YML is introduced 
in detail. OmniRPC as a backend of YML is also 
presented in this paper. 

A.   Grid’5000 
Grid’5000 [8] is national wide experimental set of 

clusters which provides a reconfigurable and highly 
controllable and monitorable infrastructure. It is 
composed of nine geographically distributed sites with 
100 to 1000 heterogeneous nodes in each one. All the 
sites are interconnected by the French national research 
network RENATER. A set of control and monitoring 
tools allows users to make reservation (OAR), 
reconfiguration (Kadeploy [21]) and run experiments. 
Grid’5000 is not a production grid but an instrument that 
can be configured to work as a real test-bed on a nation 
wide scale. Many kinds of scientific researches at 
different levels in Grid, including fault tolerance, parallel 
programming, network protocols, middleware 
development/evaluation, scheduling and so on can be 
made in the Grid5000 platform. 

B.   YML 
YML [20][9][10][11] is a framework, developed at 

PRiSM laboratories in collaboration with Laboratoire 
d'Informatique Fondamentale de Lille (Grand Large 
Team, INRIA Futurs). The aim of YML is to provide 
users with an easy-of-use method to run parallel 
applications on different Grid platform. The framework 
can be divided into three parts which are end-users 
interface, frontend and backend. End-users interface is 
used to provide an easy-to-use and intuitive way to 
submit their applications and applications can be 
described using a workflow language YvetteML. 
Frontend is the main part of YML which includes 
compiler, scheduler, data repository, abstract component 
and implementation component. Abstract components 
and implementation components based on function can be 
reused. Backend is the part to connect different Grid and 
peer to peer middleware. See detail in Figure 1. The 
development of an YML application is based on 
components approach. Then we will discuss the three 
kinds of components in detail. 
1. Abstract component: an abstract component defines 

the communication interface with the other 
components. This definition gives the name and the 
communication channels with other components. 
Each channel corresponds to a data input, data 
output or both and is typed. This component is used 
in the code generation step and to create the graph. 
This part of work can be developed by computer 
engineering in advance according to users’ 
requirement. 
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2. Implementation component: an implementation 
component is the implementation of an abstract 
component. It provides the description of 
computations through YvetteML language. The 
implementation is done by using common languages 
like C or C++. They can have several 
implementations for a same abstract component. 
This part of work also can be developed by 
computer engineers in advance. 

3. Graph component: a graph component carries a 
graph expressed in YvetteML instead of a 
description of computation. It provides the parallel 
and sequential parts of an application and the 
synchronization events between dependent 
components. It is very easy way for scientific 
researchers to develop their application. In this 
paper, we will take our version of BbGJ as example 
to explain it. 

 

Figure 1.  Framework of YML 

Moreover, those three components are independent of 
middleware. So, to run an application on another grid 
environment with a different middleware, the user just 
needs compile each component for the middleware of his 
choice. OmniRPC as the backend of YML will be used in 
this paper. 

C. OmniRPC   
OmniRPC[12] is a thread-safe grid RPC based on the 

Ninf facility for cluster and global computing 
environments. The remote libraries are implemented as 
executable programs in each remote computer, and 
OmniRPC automatically allocates remote library calls 
dynamically on appropriate remote computers to facilitate 
location transparency. It supports master-worker cluster 
and Grid applications.  

III.  DATA DEPENDENCE IN THE BBGJ ALGORITHM 

A.  The Sequential Algorithm of Block-based Gauss-
Jordan 

The sequential BbGJ algorithm is a classical linear 
algebra method to get a large scale matrix inversion. The 
algorithm can be described as follows: Let A and B be 
two dense matrices of dimension N, and let B be the 
inverse of A, i.e. AB=BA=I. Let A and B be partitioned 
into a matrix of q×q blocks of dimension n which n = 
N/q. 

B.  Parallelism in the Algorithm 
Through the sequential BbGJ algorithm, we can find 

that each iterative step of algorithm is made up of five 
loops (the third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh operation 
marked in sequential BbGJ algorithm) and two other 
operations (the first and second ones in sequential BbGJ 
algorithm). In the iterative step k (k = 1,…,q), the first 
operation is used to get the inverse of pivot block Ak-1

k,k ; 
the second operation will assign the sub-block of matrix 
A to corresponding sub-block of matrix B; the third 
operation computes the blocks of the row k of matrix A 
with subscripted variables j above k while the fourth 
operation acts on the row k of matrix B with subscripted 
variables j below k; the fifth operation calculates the 
blocks of all columns of the matrix A with subscripted 
variables i above and below k and subscripted variables j 
above k; while the sixth operation calculates the blocks of 
all columns of the matrix B with subscripted variables i 
above and below k and subscripted variables j below k. 
At last the seventh operation is used to compute the 
blocks of the column number k of matrix B except Bk,k. 
Refer to Figure 2. 

From the sequential BbGJ algorithm, we can also 
know that there are q iterative steps in the algorithm. In 
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each iterative step, there are total 7 operations (marked in 
the sequential BbGJ algorithm). Operations ‘3’ to ‘7’ are 
based on loop. And the intra loop based parallelism 
belongs to SPMD paradigm (single program multi data). 
While inter-loops based parallelism is determined by data 
dependence between loops. For example operation ‘3’ 
must wait the result of operation ‘1’, i.e. inter-loops based 
parallelism is to deal with concurrent or sequence 
execution between different operations in an iterative 
step. Another case of data dependence happens between 
different iterative steps of algorithm. 

Figure 2.  Operations in the 3rd Iterative Step with q is 5 

So, the parallelization of the sequential BbGJ 
algorithm consists of exploiting two kinds of parallelism: 
the inter-iteratives based parallelism and the intra-
iterative based parallelism. The intra-iterative parallelism 
aims at exploiting the parallelism involved in each of the 
five loops (operation ‘3’ to operation ‘7’ in sequential 
BbGJ algorithm). It falls into two categories: the inter-
loops parallelism and the intra-loop parallelism. See 
Figure 3. 

Figure 3.  Parallelism in the Block-based Gauss-Jordan Algorithm 

Next, we will analyze those parallel relationships one 
by one. 

C.  Intra-iterative Based Parallelism 
C.1 The Inter-loops Based Parallelism: 
The inter-loops parallelism refers to operations 

between loops. There are dependable relationships which 
determine when those operations between loops can be 
executed. In the sequential BbGJ algorithm, we identify 
three ones: 1) the second, third, fourth and seventh 
operation (see the number marked in sequential BbGJ 
algorithm) can’t be executed before knowing the value of 
block Ak

k,k; 2) the loop of the fifth operation depends on 
the third one because its input (the block Ak

k,j ) is the 
output of the third operation; 3) the sixth operation is 
dependent on the fourth operation because its input (the 
block Bk

k,j) is the output of the fourth operation. 

C.2  The Intra-loop Based Parallelism: 
The intra-loop parallelism consists of executing each 

of the five loops (operations ‘3’, ‘4’, ‘5’, ‘6’ and ‘7’) of 
the algorithm in parallel. They all belong to SPMD 
(single program multi data) paradigm. The work units for 
these loops are of two kinds: matrix product and matrix 
triadic respectively X×Y and Z-X×Y, where X, Y and 
Z are sub-matrix blocks. Moreover, to get higher 
performance in a certain platform, the granularity of tasks 
is very important. Here we can balance the computing 
time and communication time through choosing 
appropriate block-size of sub-matrix. The experiment part 
of this paper will show us the influence on the efficiency 
of algorithm caused by changing the block-size and 
block-count of matrix. 

D.  Inter-iteratives Based Parallelism 
Next, we will take the data-dependence between step k 

and step k+1 as example to show the inter-iterative 
parallelism in the BbGJ algorithm. Getting the value Ak,j 
(k=1…q; j=k+1…q) ( respectively Bk,j in which k=1…q; 
j=1…k-1) of k+1 step in the third operation (respectively 
the fourth) needs get the value of block Ak,j (k =1…q; 
j=k+1…q) ( respectively Bk,j in which k=1…q; j=1…k-1) 
of k step. As to the fifth operation, we must know that 
block Ai,j (i=1…q and i≠k; j=k+1…q) and Ai,k (i=1…q 
and i≠k;  k=1…q) of k step before we compute the value 
Ai,j (i =1…q and i≠k;  j= k+1…q) of k+1 step. The 
situation in the sixth operation is just like that in the fifth, 
we can compute the value Bi,j (i=1,…,q and i≠k; j=1…k-
1) of step k+1 after we getting the value Bi,j (i =1…q and 
i≠k; j=1…k -1) and Ai,k (i =1…q and i≠k; k=1…q) of 
step k. As to the operation ‘7’, to get the value Bi,k 
(i=1…q and i≠q; k=1…q) of k+1 step, we must know 
the value Ai,k (i=1…q and i≠q; k=1…q) of step k. 

E.  Description of Data Dependence 
We have analyzed all the possible data dependence in 

the BbGJ algorithm, but it is hard to understand and find 
the regularity. So in this part an intuitive method (using 
tables) is presented to express data dependence. 

 
E.1 Description of Intra-iterative Based Data 

Dependence: 
Then we can describe the data dependence in 

sequential BbGJ algorithm using Figure 4 and Figure 5.  
In those figures the italic font (in blue) represents the read 
operation (a value will be read from the block as data 
output) and black font with underline donates the write 
operation (a value will be written into the block as data 
input). For example, the italic font ‘5’ in the first row, 
second column of matrix A in Figure 4 represents that: to 
this block, the first operation is ‘5’ (see the number 
marked in sequential BbGJ algorithm) which is a read 
operation, i.e. operation ‘5’ will read the data from this 
block as its input. The same way we can know that the 
black font with underline ‘1’ in the second row, second 
column of matrix A in Figure 4 represents that: the 
operation ‘1’ will assign a new value to this block. Next 
we will take the block in the second row, first column of 
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matrix B in Figure 4 as example to show all the related 
operations executed in this block. From the Figure 4, we 
can know three operations executed in this block, of 
which italic fonts ‘4’ and ‘6’ are read operations and 
black font with underline ‘4’ is write operation. To this 
block, operations will be executed from up to down, i.e.  

Figure 4.  Blocks Based Operation at the 2ed Iterative Step with q is 5. 

Figure 5.  Blocks Based Operation at the 3rd Iterative Step with q is 5. 

the read operation ‘4’ will read from this block as its data 
input at first, then write operation ‘4’ assigns a new value 
to this block as its data output. Finally, read operation ‘6’ 
will read the value of this block as its data input. After 
that, no more operations are made on this block in this 
iterative step. Figure 4 shows us all the operations 
happened at the second iterative step with q is 5 in the 
BbGJ algorithm. We can also get all the operations 
information at the third iterative step with q is 5 from the 
Figure 5. Through the analysis, we can summarize the 
intra-iterative based data dependence using Figure 6.  

Figure 6.  Intra-iterative Based Data Dependence. 

E.2 Description of Inter-iteratives Based Data 
Dependence: 

We have presented the intra-step data dependence 
through the Figure 4 and Figure 5. Now we will analyze 
the inter-iteratives based data dependence. To do that, we 
define “directed arc” as follows: a directed arc from block 
“X” to block “Y” (X, Y are blocks of matrix) signifies 
that the operation on block “Y” can’t be executed before 
the operation on block “X” finishes. See directed arc in 
Figure 7. There are two operations in ‘loop 1’, which are 
‘2.5’ and ‘3.1’. ‘2.5’ represents the fifth operation in 
second iterative step of BbGJ, while ‘3.1’ stands for the 
first operation in the third iterative step of BbGJ. ‘Loop 
1’ in the Figure 7 shows us data dependence between 
operation ‘1’ at second iterative step and operation ‘5’ at 
the third iterative step. And it means the operation ‘5’ at 
third iterative step can’t be executed until the finishes of 
operation ‘1’ at second iterative step. In the same way, 
we can analyze the data dependence represented by ‘loop 
n’ (n is 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). Figure 7 shows us all the inter-
iteratives based data dependence existing between step 2 
and step 3 with q is 5. 

Figure 7.  Inter-iteratives Based Data Dependence. 

E.3 Description of all the Data Dependences: 
From the Figure 6, we can know all the intra-iterative 

based data dependence and Figure 7 show us all the inter- 

Figure 8.  Data Dependence in the Algorithm. 
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iteratives based data dependence. Then we can 
summarize all the data dependence existing in BbGJ 
algorithm using the Figure 8. 

IV.  PARALLEL PROGRAMMING PARADIGM ON BBGJ 
ALGORITHM 

From Figure 4 and Figure 5, we can find that each 
iterative step of the algorithm has the same number of 
write operations and the number is q. To the matrix A ,the 
write operation on it are operations ‘1’, ‘3’ and ‘5’, while 
operations ‘4’, ‘6’ and  ‘7’ act on matrix B. It is the 
similarities existing in write and read operation on matrix 
A and matrix B that we can take matrix A and matrix B 
together into account as an augmented matrix. 

Definition 1: Let 
AB(i,j) = A(i,j)  i=1…q;  j=1…q 
AB(i,j+q) = B(i,j)  i=1…q;  j=1…q 

ABk
i,j represents the block ABi,j at step k for k = 1,…, 

q. In the BbGJ algorithm, one block (ABk
i,j) is modified 

once and only once per iterative step. Let’s use a three-
tuple (k,i,j) to represent ABk

i,j . Then we can use the 
three-tuple (k,i,j) {k,i=1,...,q and j=k+1,...,k+q} to mark 
the status of sub-matrix’s operations (operation ‘1’ to ‘7’ 
in sequential BbGJ algorithm), i.e. the three-tuple (k,i,j) 
means that at the iterative step k, the operation will be 
made on the row i and column j of the augmented matrix 
ABi,j. 

For a fixed step, a set of three-tuples can be utilized to 
represent the status of operations on augmented matrix 
AB. Consequently we can use those three-tuples as global 
signals to control all the operations decided by data 
dependence in the algorithm. 

Definition 2: Let the binary relation be defined as 
follows: X ≯ Y: (X, Y is the block of matrix) if and only 
if there exists an edge from X to Y in the Figure 8. The 
data dependence can thus be represented by the three-
tuple presented in definition 1. For all the data 
dependence existing in Figure 8, we have: 

Intra-iterative based data dependence can be written as 
follows: 

 (k, k, k)≯(k, k, j)   k=1… q;  j=k+1… q 
 (k, k, k)≯(k, k, j+q)   k=1… q;  j=1…k-1 
 (k, k, j)≯(k, i, j)  k=1…q ;  j=k+1…q ;  i=1…q and 

i≠k 
 (k, k, j+q)≯(k, i, j+q)  k=1… q;  j=1…k-1 ;  i=1…q 

and i≠k 
 (k, k, k)≯(k, i, k+q)   k=1…q;  i=1…q and i≠k 
Inter-iteratives based data dependence can be 

summarized as follows: 
 (k-1, k, k)≯(k, k, k)  k=2… q 
 (k-1, k, j)≯(k, k, j)   k=2…q;  j= k+1…q 
 (k-1, k, j+q)≯(k, k, j+q)   k=2… q;  j=1…k-1 
 (k-1, i, k)≯(k, i, j)  k=2…q;  j=k+1…q;  i=1…q and 

i≠k 
 (k-1, i, j)≯(k,i, j)  k=2…q;  j= k+1… q;  i=1…q and 

i≠k 
 (k-1, i, j+q)≯(k, i, j+q)   k=2…q;  j=1… k-1;  i=1… 

q and i≠k 

 (k-1, i, k)≯(k, i, j+q)   k=2… q;  j=1…k-1;  i=1… q 
and i≠k 

 (k-1, i, k)≯(k, i, k+q)    k=2…q;  i=1…q and i≠k 
Now we will summarize binary relations obtained 

above and present our new parallel programming 
paradigm of BbGJ algorithm. 

 Note to the Max-par BbGJ algorithm: the signal  “//” is meaningless 
in the algorithm. We just want to use this signal to divide the whole 
program into several sub-program sections. And those subprogram 
sections can be executed in parallel when their conditions are met. 

A.  Characteristic of Max-Par BbGJ Algorithm 
Firstly, Max-par BbGJ is a parallel programming 

paradigm for BbGJ. It can tailor to any programming 
environments very easily.  

Secondly, the key feature of Max-par BbGJ Algorithm 
is that it can ensure all possible parallel parts in the 
algorithm can be executed in parallel. 

The old parallel versions of BbGJ [2][6][4][5] 
[7][14][15][16] [18] all are intra-iterative based parallel 
algorithm, while our work, all the data dependence of 
operations are considered. Intra-iterative based 
parallelism means the operations in next iterative can’t be 
executed before any operation in this iterative step 
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finishes, i.e. if the operation ‘5’ finishes, but operation ‘1’ 
in next iterative step must wait for operation ‘7’ and 
operation ‘6’ until they both finish (see Figure 6). But to 
Max-par BbGJ algorithm, operation ‘1’ in next iterative 
can be executed immediately once the operation ‘5’ 
finishes (see Figure 8). So less wait/synchronization time 
is needed in Max-par BbGJ algorithm. As a result, the 
greatest degree of parallelism on tasks is achieved in 
Max-par BbGJ algorithm. 

V.  MAX-PAR BBGJ ALGORITHM ADAPTIVE TO YML 

The reason we use grid middleware YML is for its two 
good features: algorithm independence and platform 
independence. These two features make YML become an 
easy-to-use middleware for non professional programmer 
and user can utilize different platforms without changing 
theirs codes. Detail explanation will be made in the 
following sectors. 

A.  Algorithm Independence 
To make the BbGJ algorithm tailor to YML, we need 

deal with four basic operations in the algorithm which are: 
1. inversion: to invert one matrix (operation ‘1’). 
2. prodMat: to compute the matrix multiplication 

(operation ‘3’ and ‘4’). 
3. mProdMat: to compute the negative of matrix 

multiplication (operation ‘7’). 
4. ProdDiff: to compute the difference between a 

matrix and matrix multiplication (operation ‘5’ and 
‘6’) 

For experiments based on YML environment, we can 
develop all the related abstract and implementation 
components for these basic operations in advance and this 
part of work has nothing to do with data dependence in 
the algorithm. Just like presented above, four basic 
functions can be developed in advance. These functions 
just are basic operations and have nothing to do with 
algorithm itself. We can apply these basic functions to 
other algorithm without any change. For example when 
you want to compute two matrices multiplication, you 
can reuse the developed components (for example 
‘prodMat’ in this algorithm). Those developed 
components can be reused without any change. We call 
this feature of YML as algorithm independence. 

B.  Platform Independence 
You can choose middleware supported by YML to 

harness different kinds of computing resources. For 
example, OmniRPC can be used for harnessing 
computing resources in cluster, cluster of clusters or grid. 
XtremWeb[17] can deal with volunteer computing 
resources (desktop grid). So users can harness computing 
resources to make large scale computing in different 
platform without changing theirs codes. Their work is just 
to write a graph component according to the data 
dependence using YvettML language, which is a 
description language based XML and it is very easy to 
learn even to non-professional programmer. The graph 
components are compiled on the client node and tasks are 
scheduled to computing resources automatically. During 

this process, the data repository server sends the data 
needed to computing resources and collects the final 
results from them automatically. 

C.  Adaptive BbGJ Algorithm 
The Max-par BbGJ algorithm adaptive to YML can be 

written as follows:  

Through comparing the Max-par BbGJ with adaptive 
BbGJ, we can find YML provides a very easy-to-use way 
to develop parallel algorithm. As to those components 
used in the algorithm, those parts can be done by 
computer engineer. And once they have been developed, 
they can be reused very easily. Of course a little overhead 
exists when using YML. In the next part, experiments 
will show us the overhead is acceptable comparing to cost 
of developing a new parallel algorithm adaptive to new 
programming environment. 

VI.  EXPERIMENTS 
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Experiments can be divided into two parts. One is for 
verifying the performance of our new parallel 
programming paradigm. Here we choose the parallel 
versions provided by Aouad [7][14][15][16] as 
comparative object. Another is to evaluate the overhead 
of YML. In order to state conveniently we call our new 
algorithm as “Max-par BbGJ” (maximum-degree 
parallelism in the BbGJ algorithm) and Aouad’s version 
of BbGJ as “Par-par BbGJ” (partial degree parallelism). 
All those experiments will be made based on Grid’5000[8] 
platform. Computational resources can be described as 
follows (see table1): 

The first three experiments will be made by comparing 
the Max-par BbGJ with the Par-par BbGJ, through which 
good performance of Max-par BbGJ can be presented. 
Another experiment will be made by comparing the time 
consumed in YML+OmniRPC environment with that in 
OmniRPC environment, through which conclusion can be 
made that: YML is still a good solution for users to make 
large scale numerical computing. 

A.  The Performance of Max-par BbGJ 
A.1 Block-size Changed and Block-count Fixed: 
Experiment motivation: test the performance of Max-

par BbGJ with block-size and fixed block-count. 
Experiment environments: 20 nodes× 2= 40 cores 

used of cluster bordereau in Bordeaux site, France. 
Experiment data: the block-count of matrix is 4×4 

(fixed) then we change the block-size of sub-matrix from 
50 × 50 to 1500 ×1500.  Assume Bk= _b lo c k s iz e . 

Figure 9.  Elapsed Time with Block-size Changing. 

From the Figure 9, we can find when the block-size is 
not large, the elapsed time of Max-par BbGJ is almost the 
same with that of Par-par BbGJ. The reason is that when 
the block-size is small, communication time plays an 
important role in the overall consumed time. Less time 
for synchronization is needed and the advantage of Max-
par BbGJ algorithm is not obvious. But when the block-
size is more than 100×100, the performance of Max-par 

BbGJ is better than Par-par BbGJ and with the increase of 
block-size, the advantage of Max-par BbGJ becomes 
more obvious. The reason is that, less wait time is needed 
in Max-par BbGJ algorithm comparing to that in Par-par 
BbGJ algorithm. (refer to analysis on section 4.1) 

A.2 Block-size Changed and Block-count Changed: 
Experiment motivation: test the performance of Max-

par BbGJ algorithm with different block-size and 
different block-count. 

Experiment environments: 100 nodes× 2= 200 cores 
used of cluster Grelon in Nancy site. 

Experiment data: the block-size used are 500×500, 
1000×1000, 1500×1500. block-count used are 2×2, 3
×3, 4×4, 5×5, 6×6, 7×7, 8×8.  

Figure 10.  Elapsed Time with Block-count Changing. 

The Figure 10 shows us the relationship between the 
elapsed time and the different block-counts of matrix. 
The block-size of sub-matrix is fixed on 1500×1500. We 
can know with the increase of block-count, the better 
performance can be obtained in Max-par BbGJ algorithm. 
The reason is that with the increase block-count of matrix, 
the number of iterative steps augments. More wait time is 
needed to synchronize at the end of each iterative step in 
the Par-par BbGJ, while no wait time is needed in Max-
par BbGJ Algorithm. The same conclusion can be 
obtained using different block-size of sub-matrix. Next 
we will focus on the time difference between Max-par 
BbGJ and Par-par BbGJ with changing the block-size and 
block-count of sub-matrix.  

The Figure 11 (Assume Bk= _b lo c k s iz e ) shows us 
the general trends of time difference with changing 
block-size and block-count. With the same block-size, the 
time difference becomes larger with increasing block-
count of sub-matrix. The reason is analyzed through 
Figure 10. Another trend is that the time difference also 
becomes larger with the increase of block-size of sub-
matrix. The reason is that the larger dimension of sub-
matrix will cost more computing time. As a result, more 
wait time is needed to synchronize in Par-par BbGJ. 
Through the Figure 11 we can know the gap becomes 
larger with the increase of block-count and block-size. 
What we want to emphasize here is when the dimension 
of matrix is very large (whether through adding block-
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count or enlarging block-size of sub-matrix), the 
advantage of Max-par BbGJ is more obvious 

Figure 11.  Elapsed Time with Block-count and Block-size Changing. 

A.3 Performance in the Grid Environment: 
Experiment motivation: test the performance of Max-

par BbGJ algorithm in the grid environment. 
Experiment environments: 100 nodes× 2= 200 cores 

used. Grelon cluster, Nancy site; Paravent cluster and 
Paraquad cluster in Rennes site; Sagittaire cluster in Lyon 
site; Bordereau cluster in Bordeaux site. 20 nodes × 2 
cores=40 cores are used in each cluster. 

Experiment data: the block-size of matrix is 1500×
1500 (fixed) then we change block-count q from 2 to 8.  

Figure 12.  Elapsed Time in Different Environments. 

From the Figure 12, we can know clearly that the same 
conclusion can be made in the Grid environment, and the 
reason is the same. But the elapsed time is longer on Grid 
than that on cluster, which is determined by the character 
of Grid environments (lower speed network than cluster, 
more complex schedule stratagem than cluster). An 
interesting case is that computation time of Par-par BbGJ 
based on cluster is longer than that of Max-par BbGJ on 
Grid. Two reasons can explain that. On one hand, the 
performance of Max-par BbGJ is far better than that of 
Par-par BbGJ. On the other hand, it is that high speed 
network between sites in Grid’5000 platform makes Max-
par BbGJ algorithm have better performance. 

B.  Advantages of YML 
Experiment motivation: Here we want to present YML 

framework is a good solution for non-professional 
scientific researchers though a little overhead existing. 

Experiment environments: Max-par BbGJ and Par-par 
BbGJ algorithm on YML framework+OmniRPC and Par-
par BbGJ algorithm on OmniRPC. The reason is that 
complexity of data dependence in Max-par BbGJ 
algorithm makes it hard to program using OmniRPC 
directly. 

Experiment data: we set the block-size of matrix is 
1000×1000. We will change the block-count q from 2 to 
8.  

Figure 13.  Performance of the Framework. 

From the Figure 13, we can know the elapsed time 
using Max-par BbGJ algorithm with YML Framework is 
a little more than that of Par-par BbGJ with OmniRPC. 
But it is very difficult for people to tailor the Max-par 
BbGJ algorithm to the OmniRPC environment, even to 
professional programmer. To YML framework, user only 
need write a graph component to describe the data 
dependence for Max-par algorithm. Other works, such as 
developping data type, abstract component and 
implementation component can be done in advance by 
professional computer programmer. Once they are 
developed, all those codes can be reused (see detail in 
section Ⅴ). For example, in the paper [7][14][15][16], 
the Par-par BbGJ algorithm adaptive to YML and its 
matrix data type, matrix inversion, and matrix product 
components have been developed. When you want to 
tailor Max-par BbGJ algorithm, the only thing you need 
to do is to develop graph component. It is very easy 
because the adaptive BbGJ algorithm is very similar to 
Max-par BbGJ algorithm. But it is difficult for user to 
develop/reuse the codes for a special middleware 
environment such as OmniRPC. You have to rewrite the 
complex program to adapt to the new algorithm, even 
some common operations existing between those 
algorithms. So facing huge costs (time and money cost to 
develop), YML framework is acceptable for end user, 
especially to non-computer professional users and the 
overhead is small within the acceptable level. 

VII.  CONCLUSION 
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This paper presents a fine-grained tasks based parallel 
BbGJ algorithm (Max-par BbGJ) in which both intra-
iterative and inter-iterative based data dependences are 
considered. Through analyzing data dependence in BbGJ, 
a global flag (three tuple) is adopted to control all the data 
dependence during the process of algorithm execution. 
Max-par BbGJ achieved maximum parallelism of 
different parts of tasks. Experiments also testify that 
Max-par BbGJ can gain higher performance than Par-par 
BbGJ whether in cluster environment or in Grid 
environment. The improvement becomes larger with 
increasing block-count or block-size of sub-matrix 
(Figure 9, 10). When the dimension of matrix is very 
large (dimension of matrix in our experiment is 1500×
1500 × 8 × 8, Figure 11), the improvement can be 
achieved more than 30%. Experiment also verifies that 
though a little overhead existing, YML is still a good 
choice to make a large scale computing for its many good 
features, such as algorithm independence and platform 
independence.  
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